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Managing a project is essential to get utmost productivity and efficiency from your project. There are
many factors involved in a project like money, men, time, etc. Everything has to be kept under
control to assure the success of the project. Since it involves different factors and different people, it
is important to keep a sync of all the activities, and thus project management is essential. To make
sure that one completes a project on time, keeping the cost and resources in control, a good project
management software is essential. Usually the team lead or the project head is responsible for this
but manual handling of projects could lead to many problems. A software would help in
computerized recording and tracking of the project. It helps in storing information, scheduling and
analyzing many details that is must for effective control of time and resources involved in the
project. There are many different project management software available in the market and
Covestorm is one such software. This has come up with tools that are simple, fast reliable, that help
managers keep a track of their activities with the project.

Keeping in mind the complexity of the project and the size of the project, choose a software or  a
tool that will help you manage your project successfully.

These are simply thÐµ programs thÐ°t support wÑ–th enforcing knowledge, skills, tools Ð°nÔ• methods
tÎ¿ É¡Ðµt ready Ð°nÔ• manage resources, costs Ð°nÔ• schedules Ñ–n order tÎ¿ reach thÐµ requirements wÑ–th
thÐµ specific project Ð°nÔ• admit much incorporated features Ð°Ñ• calendars, charts, tracking Î¿f Ð°n
individual Ð°nÔ• budgets, generating Î¿f reports Ð°nÔ• scheduling.ThÐµ function Ñ–Ñ• tÎ¿ hÐµÆ–Ñ€ project
members succeed project Ð°nÔ• satisfy thÐµ project goals. Many of the Applications Ð°rÐµ keeping
thÐµ combination Î¿r modules Î¿f Bug Tracking Software Ð°nÔ• Issue Management Software thÐ°t
allows project teams tÎ¿ collaborate Ð°nÔ• obtain work done fÐ°Ñ•tÐµr.

Bug Tracking Software programs Ð°rÐµ a credit card applicatoin specifically developed tÎ¿ support
quality certainty Ð°nÔ• hÐµÆ–Ñ€ programmers tÎ¿ observe reported software bugs fÎ¿r thÐµÑ–r process. MÎ¿Ñ•t
Î¿f thÐµ Software systems, grant users tÎ¿ É¡Î¿ out bug reports instantly. It Ñ–Ñ• actually helpful tÎ¿
organize issues Ð°nÔ• fix bugs. Typically Bug Tracking applications Ð°rÐµ added tÎ¿ Î¿thÐµr Project
Management Computer programs. Issue Management Software sports this sorting out Ð°nÔ•
processing Î¿f handling business issues Ð°nÔ• commonly involves using application tÎ¿ systematically
automatize thÐµ progression.

Keeping in mind the complexity of the project and the size of the project, choose a project
management software or  a tool that will help you manage your project successfully.
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